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Abstract 

This session will cover a number of the important topics that new users should 
know about the CMS environment in order to be able to avoid trouble, get 
out of trouble, and stay out of trouble. The session will cover such topics as: 

  CMS overview 

  Most used CMS commands 

  CMS file system 

  CMS search order 

  Setting up PROFILES 

  Where to get very useful tools 

  What's an RSU and a PTF? 

  The IBMVM and Linux-390 lists. 

If time permits, we'll also take time to address any CMS related issues brought 
up by the attendees. 
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Agenda 

•CMS Overview 
•brief history 
•philosophy   

•CMS file systems 
•"Classic" EDF 
•SFS 

•CMS search order 
•First, EXECs then MODULES..... 

•Setting up PROFILES 
• SYSPROF, PROFILE EXEC, PROFILE XEDIT 

•Where to get very useful tools 
•What's an RSU, APAR and a PTF? 
•Ordering Service 
•Doing local mods to CMS 
•How to find hard to locate IBM documents 
•The IBMVM and Linux-390 lists. 



CMS Overview 

CMS: 

 An interactive, light-weight, single user operating 
system that runs under the control of CP 

Provides an application programming and execution 
environment 

Supports a low-overhead, multitasking environment for 
running  applications 

Has many tools available, including CMS Pipelines, 
Xedit, and Rexx and user contributed utilities 
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CMS Overview 

CMS:  

Developed in the mid to late 1960s, first for S/360 and 
then for S/370 hardware 

Was known as Cambridge Monitor System, later 
renamed Conversational Monitor System 

First official release, with support, was with VM/370 on 
August 2, 1972 

Source code for CMS was available 
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CMS Overview 

CMS design principals:  

Be robust and resilient 

Be easy to learn 

Be easy to use, with simple , easy to remember 
command names and syntax 

Exploit shared hardware and software resources, e.g. 
shared CMS nucleus and DCSS 

High performance 
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CMS File System 

CMS files: 

have either fixed or variable record length and are 
sequential only 

maximum record length is 32760 

are identified by a fileid 

fileid has three fields: 

file name, (FN) -- 1 to 8 characters long 

file type, (FT) -- also 1 to 8 characters long 

file mode, (FM) or Directory name (dirname), if file is stored in a SFS 
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CMS File System 

CMS files: 

the FN and FT are set by the file's creator 

the FM has two parts: 

file mode letter A-Z where minidisk or directory resides, established 
by ACCESS command 

file mode number 0-6 assigned when file is created or 

renamed (default = 1), used to identify or operate on a subset of files 

a file's FN, FT and FM are separated by one (or more) 
blanks when used in a CMS command 
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CMS File System 

CMS files: 

are stored either on: 

a mindisk 

a Shared File System (SFS) directory 

like VMSYSU:DAVE.EXAMPLE. 

on the BFS (Byte File System) (/home/userid/...) 

  a Unix/Linux like hierarchical file structure 

in NFS (Network File System) 
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CMS Search Order 

When a command is entered by a user, CMS has to locate 
it...this is called CMS command resolution. 

User enters <command> on console and hits enter. 

First, CMS searches for a file named <command> EXEC on 
all accessed minidisks, SFS directories, and EXECs in 
storage If found, it is run. 

If not found, CMS searches the translation and  synonym 
settings the specified command name. If found, search 
for an EXEC with the valid translation or synonym  
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CMS Search Order 

If the translation or synonym search fails, then search for 
the specified command name in: 

nucleus extension 

 transient area 

nucleus resident  

or for a file with the specified command name and file 
type of MODULE on accessed disks and  SFS 
directories 

If not found, CMS searches the translation and  synonym 
settings for the specified command name with the 
MODULE file type 

If all CMS searches fail, then pass the command to CP  
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Setting Up PROFILES 

Important CMS configuration and tailoring files: 

SYSPROF EXEC -- system wide tailoring of the CMS 
environment 

PROFILE EXEC -- individual user tailoring of their CMS 
environment 

PROFILE XEDIT -- tailoring of the Xedit session 

Other CMS applications (e.g., SHOW) also use profile files 
to set initial configuration values  
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Setting Up PROFILES -- SYSPROF 

SYSPROF EXEC: 

Processes the parameters passed on the IPL command 

Displays the CMS system identification (system ID) 

Issues the initial console read 

Handles the first command entered at this read 

Accesses either the top directory in the default file pool 
(if defined) or the 191 minidisk as file mode A 

Executes the PROFILE EXEC if the user has one 

Performs other system wide initialization functions 
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Setting Up PROFILES -- PROFILE 

EXEC 

PROFILE EXEC: 

Allows a CMS user to tailor their CMS environment, 
much like .profile does in Unix 

Is executed each time CMS is IPL-ed 

Resides on the 191 minidisk, with file mode A 

Contains CMS and CP commands to access minidisks, 
set PF keys,  or even run another operating system 
like zLinux 

Can be prevented from executing by the access 
(noprof command, issued at IPL time  
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Setting Up PROFILES -- PROFILE 

XEDIT 

PROFILE XEDIT: 

Contains Xedit commands to customize the Xedit 
environment 

Is executed each time Xedit is runs 

Different Xedit settings (margins, case, scale line, etc.) 
based on the file's name, file type or file mode 
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My PROFILE EXEC 
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 /* the standard user start-up */ 

    'nucxload show (system' 

 /* make the cms vscreen hold up to 1000 lines of output */ 

    'vscreen define cms 1000  81 2  4 ' 

 /* set up cms fullscreen mode */ 

    'set fullscreen on' 

    'set location message off' 

    'set logfile message off' 

 /* translate some keyboard characters to other, more useful ones */ 

    'set input { ad' 

    'set input } bd' 

    'term hil on' 

 /* spool the console output */ 

    'cp spool con start' 

    'cp set emsg on' /* receive emsgs - yes */ 

    'cp set smsg on' /* receive smsgs - yes */ 

    'set language ameng (add ari user' 

    'set ldrtbls 20' 

    'set filepool vmsysu:' 

    'set charmode on' 

    'set text on' 

 /* define some cms fullscreen mode pf keys */ 

   'set cmspf 04 filelist  noecho filelist * * a' 

   'set cmspf 05 infolist  noecho infolist * * a' 

   'set cmspf 12 phone_msg noecho phonem' 

   'set cmspf 07 backward  noecho #wm window backward = 1 ' 

   'set cmspf 08 forward   noecho #wm window forward  = 1 ' 

   'set cmspf 10 left      noecho #wm window left     = 10' 

   'set cmspf 11 right     noecho #wm window right    = 10' 

   'set cmspf 14 pop_msg   echo #wm window show  message  ' 

   'set cmspf 15 push_msg  echo #wm window hide message   ' 

   'ottoscr cms (install scroll 5 color yellow' 

/* set up some pf keys to be used in */ 

/* line at a time (non-fullscreen) mode */ 

   'cp set pf5 immed exec filelist' 

   'cp set pf7 ret back' 

   'cp set pf8 ret for' 

   'cp set pf3 immed set fullscreen on' 

exit 



My PROFILE XEDIT 
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/* A SIMPLE REXX - XEDIT START-UP PROFILE */ 

'set cmdline top' 

'SET CASE MIXED IGNORE' 

'set location xedit off' 

'set verify 1 72' 

'set nulls on' 

'Set Autosave 10' 

/*'set pf7 macro mypf7'*/ 

/*'set pf8 macro mypf8'*/ 

'set pf7 page b' 

'set pf8 page f' 

'set scale off' 

'set pf16 chewspit' 

'set pf17 delblank' 

'set pf18 eol' 

'set pf19 inshere' 

'set pf20 movehere' 

'set pf23 word copyrep' 

'set curline on 14' 

'extract /ftype/' 

'set num on' 

'set msgline on -1' 



Useful (and free) Tools 

z/VM has a long history of encouraging users to share 
their favorite tools and there are a number of VM 
software tools repositories available: 

IBM VM download page: 

http://www.vm.ibm.com/download/packages/ 

Fran Hensler's VM & VSE Download Page 

http://zvm.sru.edu/~DOWNLOAD/ 

Sine Nomine Associates 

  http://download.sinenomine.net/ 
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Useful (and free) Tools 

List of essential tools to have on hand: 

TRACK 

SHOW 

XCOL for Xedit 

Latest version of CMS Pipelines from: 

http://vm.marist.edu/~pipeline/ 

and VMARC to unpack the other tools 
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What's an RSU, APAR and  PTF? 

RSU - recommended service upgrade 

APAR - authorized program analysis report. A request for 
correction of a defect in a supported release of a program 
supplied by IBM; a bug in IBM code 

PTF - program temporary fix. a package containing 
individual or multiple fixes that is made available to all 
licensed customers; code that fixes an APAR 

For example: 

APAR VM65403 is fixed by PTF UM34192 
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Is a PTF on my system? 

Ask VM/SES-E 

 
service cp status UM34192 

VMFUTL2767I Reading VMFINS DEFAULTS B for additional options 

VMFSRV2195I SERVICE CP STATUS UM34192 

VMFSRV2760I SERVICE processing started 

VMFUTL2204I Linking PMAINT 41D with link mode RR 

VMFSRV1226I CP (6VMCPR30%CP) PTF UM34192 status: 

VMFSRV1226I    RECEIVED  04/27/14 12:45:16 

VMFSRV1226I    APPLIED   03/21/14 15:19:11 

VMFSRV1226I    BUILT     04/27/14 12:48:29 

VMFSRV1226I    PUT2PROD  04/27/14 13:31:34 ZVM63GA1 

VMFSRV2760I SERVICE processing completed successfully 

Ready; T=2.95/3.32 19:05:56 
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Ordering Service 

Do this: 
www.vm.ibm.comservice 

    IBM Shopz 

         (log in to Shopz....) 

            create new software orders 

              select correct IBM customer number 

                   click on z/VM - Service    Individual PTFs  

                        select either Individual PTFs by PTF number or Individual PTFs by APAR number 

                        select "Do not use a report for this order" 

                        enter APAR or PTF number in entry box 

                        select "Preferred media -- Internet" 

                        verify delivery options 

                        review order and submit 

IBM will send you an e-mail on your order's status and 
when it is ready to be downloaded  
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LOCALMOD 

 

 

Always use the VM/SES-E LOCALMOD method for 
modifying IBM supplied configuration files, like 
DMSSISVR NAMES and DMSSICNF COPY. This will 
prevent later IBM maintenance from possibly over 
writing your changes without warning 

The following slides demonstrates the process for 
updating the DMSSISVR NAMES file. The steps are: 

localmod cms DMSSISVR NAMES 

service cms build 

put2prod 
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LOCALMOD 
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LOCALMOD 
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LOCALMOD 
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LOCALMOD 
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LOCALMOD 
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LOCALMOD 
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LOCALMOD 
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How to find hard to locate IBM 

documents 

 

Go to www.ibm.com 
Search for Publications 
go to the IBM Publications Center 
Choose your Country 
Choose Search for Publications 

Example: 
Enter " SCRIPT MATHEMATICAL" in search field and 
click on GO. That will give you the page for DCF: 
SCRIPT Mathematical Formula Formatter User's 
Guide (S544-3306-00). From there it can be 
downloaded or a hard copy ordered. 



The IBMVM and Linux-390 Lists 

Get stuck with a problem? These technical resources are 
available: 

  IBMVM: This IBM z/VM Discussion list is an ideal place to 
ask a question of your VM peers. Subscribers include VM 
customers, vendors, consultants, and IBMers, including 
z/VM Developers. For more details on how to join the list, 
see http://www.vm.ibm.com/techinfo/listserv.html#Section_0.1 

 Linux-390 focuses on Linux on System z including Linux 
on z/VM. for more details on how to join the list, see 
http://www.vm.ibm.com/techinfo/listserv.html#Section_0.2  

Both lists have searchable archives 

 Take a look to see if your problem hasn't been solved already.... 

 . 
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